Activity grouping settings

Current behaviour
Group mode: no groups

- **Common module settings**
  - Availability: Show on course page
  - ID number: 
  - Group mode: No groups
  - Grouping: None

Add group/grouping access restriction

Group mode: Separate / visible groups

- **Common module settings**
  - Availability: Show on course page
  - ID number: 
  - Group mode: Separate groups
  - Grouping: None

Add group/grouping access restriction
hidelf behaviour

Group mode: no groups

Common module settings

Availability 📚 Show on course page

ID number 📚

Group mode 📚 No groups

Add group/grouping access restriction

(Hiding the ‘Add group/grouping access restriction’ button may be desirable in the future, but it is outside the scope of this development, as it is not controlled via a disabledIf rule).

Group mode: Separate / visible groups

Common module settings

Availability 📚 Show on course page

ID number 📚

Group mode 📚 Separate groups

Grouping 📚 None

Add group/grouping access restriction
Activity ratings

Current behaviour
Aggregate type: No ratings

Ratings
Roles with permission to rate
Aggregate type
No ratings
Scale
Type: Point
Scale: Default competence scale
Maximum grade: 100

Restrict ratings to items with dates in this range:
From: 2019-01-11
To: 2019-01-15

Aggregate type: (any other setting)

Ratings
Roles with permission to rate
Aggregate type
Average of ratings
Scale
Type: Point
Scale: Default competence scale
Maximum grade: 100

Restrict ratings to items with dates in this range:
From: 2019-01-11
To: 2019-01-15
Hidelf behaviour

Aggregate type: No ratings

**Ratings**

Roles with permission to rate

Aggregate type: No ratings

Aggregate type: (any other setting)

**Ratings**

Roles with permission to rate

Aggregate type

Scale

Capability check not available until activity is saved

Aggregate type: Average of ratings

Type: Point

Scale: Default competence scale

Maximum grade: 100

Restrict ratings to items with dates in this range:

From: January 11, 2019 to 15, 2019

To: January 11, 2019 to 15, 2019
Activity completion

Current behaviour
Completion tracking = Do not indicate

Activity completion
Completion tracking
- Do not indicate activity completion

Require view
- Student must view this activity to complete it

Require grade
- Student must receive a grade to complete this activity

Require posts
- Student must post discussions or replies: 1

Require discussions
- Student must create discussions: 1

Require replies
- Student must post replies: 1

Expect completed on
- 14 January 2019

Completion tracking = Manually mark

Activity completion
Completion tracking
- Students can manually mark the activity as completed

Require view
- Student must view this activity to complete it

Require grade
- Student must receive a grade to complete this activity

Require posts
- Student must post discussions or replies: 1

Require discussions
- Student must create discussions: 1

Require replies
- Student must post replies: 1

Expect completed on
- 14 January 2019
Completion tracking = Automatic

**Activity completion**

- **Completion tracking**: Show activity as complete when conditions are met
- **Require view**: Student must view this activity to complete it
- **Require grade**: Student must receive a grade to complete this activity
- **Require posts**: Student must post discussions or replies: 1
- **Require discussions**: Student must create discussions: 1
- **Require replies**: Student must post replies: 1
- **Expect completed on**: 14 January 2019 09:50

Enable
Note – I would propose retaining ‘disabledif’ for when ‘Require grade’ is prevented by the lack of grade for the activity. I believe it is a helpful hint that such a feature is generally available.
Grade settings

Current behaviour
Grade type = None

Grade

Grading method
Simple direct grading

Grade category
Uncategorised

Grade to pass
0.00

Blind marking
No

Hide grader identity from students
No

Use marking workflow
No

Grade type = Point

Grade

Grading method
Simple direct grading

Grade category
Uncategorised

Grade to pass
0.00

Blind marking
No

Hide grader identity from students
No

Use marking workflow
No

Maximum grade
100
Grade type = Scale

Grade

- Type: Scale
  - Scale: Default competence scale
  - Maximum grade: 100

Grading method
- Simple direct grading

Grade category
- Uncategorised

Grade to pass
- 0.00

Blind marking
- No

Hide grader identity from students
- No

Use marking workflow
- No
Hidelf behaviour

Grade type = None

Grade

- Type: None

Blind marking: No
Hide grader identity from students: No
Use marking workflow: No

Grade type = Point

Grade

- Type: Point
- Maximum grade: 100

Grading method: Simple direct grading
Grade category: Uncategorised
Grade to pass: 0.00
Blind marking: No
Hide grader identity from students: No
Use marking workflow: No
Grade type = Scale

Grade

- Type: Scale
- Scale: Default competence scale

Grading method

- Simple direct grading

Grade category

- Uncategorised

Grade to pass

- 0.00

Blind marking

- No

Hide grader identity from students

- No

Use marking workflow

- No
Category delete form

Current behaviour
What to do = Move contents

- Contents of Miscellaneous
  This category contains: Courses
  What to do: Move contents to another category
  Move into: Cat 1

What to do = Delete all

- Contents of Miscellaneous
  This category contains: Courses
  What to do: Delete all - cannot be undone
  Move into: Cat 1
Hidelf behaviour

What to do = Move contents

Delete category: Miscellaneous

Contents of Miscellaneous

This category contains

- Courses

What to do

Move contents to another category

Move into

Cat 1

Delete  Cancel

What to do = Delete all

Contents of Miscellaneous

This category contains

- Courses

What to do

Delete all - cannot be undone

Delete  Cancel